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Résumé
Cet article émet l'hypothèse que Marcel Duchamp aurait choisi Fontain comme readymade parce cet objet brocardait l'appel de Robert
J. Coady en faveur de l’art américain indigène. Coady, qui voyait dans le paysage industriel américain en effervescence une véritable source
d'inspiration pour l'art de son pays, a largement fait état de son programme nationaliste dans sa revue The Soit. Fountain, un urinoir en porcelaine

présenté au Salon des indépendants en avril 1917, semble se moquer de cette glorification des objets industriels qui pousse Coady à voir en
ceux-ci d'authentiques formes artistiques américaines. Dans le même esprit, plusieurs articles de la revue The Blmd Man publiée par Duchamp.

Henri-Pierre Roché et Béatrice Wood parodient les déclarations patriotiques émises par Coady dans sa revue The Soil. Le présent article explique
également pourquoi Coady n’a pas fait partie du mouvement New York Dada. Il y a été associé par erreur parce qu'il critiquait ouvertement l’art

moderne américain. Ses prises de position contrastaient cependant avec les traits typiques du mouvement Dada: la rébellion contre le capitalisme,

le patriotisme et toutes les traditions et institutions établies du monde de l’art.

IX^arccl Duchamp’s Fountain is perhaps the most notorious
End artworks and to negotiate contracts with art dealers in Eu
rope. Coady’s rôle was to manage the operations at the gallery
in New York. The gallery exhibited work by Juan Gris, André
Dérain, Henri Rousseau, Pablo Picasso, Georges Braque, Henri
Matisse, and Diego Riviera, as well as African and South Sea
sculpture. Coady’s sidc projects includcd selling Daniel-Henry
Kahnweiler’s photographs of modem art, targeting art students
as the primary market.2 In late 1916, he relocated the gallery to
Fifth Avenue and renamed it the Coady Gallery.
His most fascinating contribution to modem American art
is The Soil, a magazine published between December 1916 and
July 1917. Ihis journal challenged high art and promoted Co
ady’s concepts for a national art. In his January 1917 issue, he
declared, “By American Art I mean the aesthetic product of the
human beings living on and producing from the soil of thèse
United States. By American Art I mean an American contribu
tion to art.”2 He believed that the “aesthetic product[s]” were
already in place and that the art world had not yet recognized
them as true American artworks. He appended an extensive list
of various American art objects in his first issue of The Soil. The
items were predominatcly industrial machines and products of
capitalist America: “...The Cernent Mixers, the Uneeda Bis
cuit Building. The Pullcys and Hoists. The Buckcts and Pumps
and the Kcyseaters. 711c Crânes, the Plows, the Drills, the
Motors, the Thrashers, the Derricks, Steam Hammers, Stone
Crushers.. ..”4
Coady visually expressed his fascination with industrial
machinery in a photo-essay, “Moving Sculpture Sériés,” printed
in the January 1917 issue.5 The photo-essay referenced the following machines: a Sellers Ten Ton Swinging Jib Crâne, an In
dustrial Works 120-Ion Crâne, a Eocomotive No. 40000, an
American Forging Press, an Erie Hammer, and a Chambersburg
Steam Hammer. In the same issue he juxtaposed a photograph
of the Maine Memorial and a photograph of the Chambersburg
Double Frame Steam Hammer (fig. I).6 Below the diptych he
asked, “Which is the Monument?” Ihis was a elever compari-

and perplexing art object of the twentieth century. Ihe submission of Fountain to the Independents Exhibition of April 1917
is considered a significant event in New York Dadas history.
Ihe white poreelain urinai arrived mysteriously at the exhibi
tion, signed with the pseudonym R. Mutt. The urinai is one
of Duchamp’s readymades—everyday, manufactured objects
“selected” by Duchamp that challenged concepts of aesthetics
and taste in art. But the reasons why Fountain was selected as an
art object hâve remained obscure. While much has been written about Fountain, one detail that requires further attention
is its relationship with Robert J. Coady’s publication The Soil.
Coady wrote a patriotic manifesto in The Soil thaï called for an
indigenous American art unscathed by the traditions of Europe.
He disparaged American modem art and traditional academie
art—both influenced by European predecessors—and pro
moted a homegrown American modem art, which he proposée!
should include industrial machinery of the nations growing
capitalist enterprises. Coady has been crroncously paired with
New York Dada because of his aggressive attack on the state of
modem art in America. I will discuss how Coady’s statements
and actions contrast with the anti-capitalist, anti-nationalist,
anti-patriotic, and anti-art characteristics of New York Dada,
and how Duchamp may bave selected Fountain as a readymade
because it cunningly satirized Coady’s nationalistic agenda,
which championed American industrial machinery as art.
Robert J. Coady

Robert J. Coady was an art dealer who promoted the avantgarde in America, but was also an outspoken critic of the in
fluence of European modem art on American art in the early
twentieth century.1 He owncd two galleries in New York between 1914 and 1919. In the spring of 1914, he and the artist
Michael Brenner establishcd the Washington Square Gallery,
which was located in Greenwich Village. Brenner’s rôle was to
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figure I. "Which is the

Monument7” in The So/7 I, 2 (January 1917).

son of a Beaux-Arts monument that commcmoratcd the Maine,
a battleship sunk in the Spanish-American War, with Coady’s
all-American steam-hammer—an object unscathed by European traditions and influences.
Coady believed that industrial products embodied the spirit of America and had far greater significancc as a national art
form than the art being produccd and promoted by artists and
critics trained at the various academies throughout America.
dhe anti-academic art created by New York’s avant-garde artists
did not reçoive his stamp of approval either. He criticized and
satirized the theorctical aspects of modem art, stating, “[American art is] not in the fifth dimension or the three hundred and
sixty-first degree....It can’t corne from reducing drawing to
angles and curves, or separating color from form. Tt can’t corne
from free freedom or political paint.. ..It can’t corne from theory
in place of tas te.”7
Coady wanted American art to be free from ail the “isms”
that came from Europe and to embrace everything associated
with American life. His notion of a non-theoretical American

art was expressed in the photograph of cowboy Jess Stahl that he
published The Soil. The photo capturcd the stampeder in action
on his bronco (fig. 2) and had the caption: “JESS STAHL. He
has no ism to guide him.”8 Eor Coady the stampede was “onc
of the most remarkable exhibitions of art.”9 Boxing was covered
in The Soil as wcll; Coady included a number of articles on the
sport and various photographs of prizefighters.10
On 20 March 1916, Coady sent photographs of two lo
comotives to John Quinn to foster support for his brand of
American modernism.11 Quinn, who had purchascd a number
of artworks from Coady’s gallery, was a lawyer who would latcr
defend the Little Review, published by Margaret C. Anderson in
New York, from prosecution for printing James Joyce’s Ulysses.
Two days after receiving the photos of the railroad engines, he
replied, “I should hardly call them American Art’ any more
than I would call a beautifully designed yacht art.’”12 Quinn’s
unenthusiastic response did not discourage Coady; a half year
latcr he reprodueed the photos (fig. 3) in his first issue of
The Soil.
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Eight days before contacting Quinn, Coady had disseminated his campaign for a unique form of modem art in the New
York Sun. In an article dedicated to the upcoming Forum Exhi
bition, the newspaper included a segment by Coady that criticized the motives for the exhibition.13 Intended as a response to
the European dominated Armory Show of 1913, the exhibition
was restricted to American artists and was meant to illustrate
artistic developments that were occurring within the country.
lhe exhibitions object was “to bring serious, deserving painters
in direct contact with the public without a commercial intermediary.” The exhibitions committee members, Willard Hun
tington Wright, Alfred Stieglitz, Robert Henri, Dr. Christian
Brinton, Dr. John Weichsel, and W.H. de B. Nelson, declared
that they had “no financial interest whatever in this exhibition”
and that their services “hâve been given free.”14 In the New York
Sun article on March 12, Coady questioned the committce’s
sélection criteria: how could the art hold any value with respect
to the American nationality, and how could the Forum exhibi
tion committee guarantee that the paintings exhibited would
“be worth the same pricc” in five years time? The newspaper
printed Willard Huntington Wright’s response to Coady in the
same article. He replied to each of Coady’s questions, but his
Figure 2. Photograph ofjess Stahl in The Soi! I, I (December 1916).
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Fhe “Matt Aï. Shay,” the Larges! Engine in the World
Figure 3. Photographs of railroad engines in The So/7 I, I (December 1916).
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Cosmopsychographical Organization by R. J. Coady.

*OSMOPSYCHOGRAPHICAL Organization,” or, the “plastic” “visualizaV-/ tion” of my “intcllectualized sensations.” W’herein is “infinity struggling
for birth in the uomb of the soûl,” "surrounded bv suift nioving nudes.” Whcrein,
also, “1 pay no heed to niere objects” for, “the path inoves towards direction”
where J pay “bornage” to “the absence of M......... D............ ” And. «gain, uherein. 1
hâve “invented” “nativity” and “organized” “organization” i, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7 tintes.
“7 hus” do I “kill the feeble and invigorate the strong,” nty “créative vision handling
the whole surface with supple control.”
“What does 2.91 mean to you,” when “in five ntonths’ tinte those pictures will
be worth ttvice tvhat is being askcd for thent to-day ?” .And, besidcs, "ut gu.n anti e
these pictures”—“in so far as honest expert opinion can guarantcc anxthing' although
“it is obviously impossible to guarantec anything whirli dors iiot. as yct. t \i<r. ’

Figure 4. Robert J. Coady, Cosmopsychograph\CG\ Organization, 1916. Illustrated in The Soit I, I (December 1916).

Figure 5. Jean Crotti, Portrait of Marcel Duchamp (Sculpture Made to Measure), 1915. © Estate ofjean Crotti / SODRAC (2008). Illustrated in The
Soil l, I (December 1916).

answers did not quell the inquisitive nationalise15 Unsatisfied
with Wright’s response, Coady submitted a rebuttal, which was
printed in the March 19 édition of the newspaper:

reproductions of modem paintings, including work by Picasso
and Matisse. In the caption Coady mocked artists’ statements
in the style of the Forum Exhibition catalogue and those from
Alfred Stieglitz’s gallery, 291.17 The same issue contained a letter
from Coady addressed to Jean Crotti that criticized the French
artist’s Portrait ofMarcel Duchamp (Sculpture Made to Measure)
(fig. 5), a wire sculpture exhibited at the Montross Gallery during April 1916.18 The exhibition, labelled by the press as “The
Four Musketeers,” also included work by Marcel Duchamp, Al
bert Gleizes, and Jean Metzinger.19 Crotti’s sculpture combined
a cast of a forchead and hair (presumably Duchamp’s), artificial
eyes, and a wire structure forming the nose, mouth, and con
tour of the face.20 Crotti had discussed the portrait in World
Magazine on 27 August 1916: “It is an absolute expression of
my idea of Marcel Duchamp. Not my idea of how he looks, so

My question as to American art seems to hâve gone com-

pletely over the heads of these students, investigators and

thinkers of American art. lhey are blind to the great things
that are going on around them. They are blind to the big

spirit here that has grown out of the soil and through the

race and has already expressed itself in terms of art that ranks
with the great European epochs.10

Six months later Coady continued to espouse his version of
American modernism and to denounce the avant-garde in New
York in the first issue of The Soil. The inaugural issue featured
Coady’s Cosmopsychographical Organization (fig. 4), a collage of
31
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an art object.24 Fountain was a white porcelain urinai manufactured by J.L. Mott Iron Works, which had been signed with the
pseudonym R. Mutt and dated 1917.25 Duchamp purchased
the urinai with Joseph Stella and Walter Arensberg after the
thought of the readymade occurred to him during a conversa
tion with the two artists.26 It was submitted to the Independents
Exhibition relatively close to the show’s opening date. The exhi
bitions organizers, the Society of Independcnt Artists, declared
that the show was non-juried; every artwork submitted would
be put on display.27 The only criteria for submitting a work was
a five-dollar annual fcc and a one-dollar initiation fee—both
of which were included with Richard Mutt’s Fountain. On 7
April 1917, a debatc cnsued between George Bellows and Wal
ter Arensberg regarding Fountain s validity as an art object.28
This led the Society’s directors, not ail of whom were présent,
to hold an impromptu meeting to décidé the urinal’s fate, and
by a narrow vote Fountain was dismissed from the show. Du
champ, who was absent from the vote, resigned from the Society
upon hearing of the decision. Tie Fountain s absence from the
Independents Exhibition, however, did not reduce its visibility.
It had the opposite cffect: it fostered the urinal’s notoriety. This
was partly due to the press, which reported on Richard Mutt
and his “bathroom fixture” after receiving notice of the Society’s
déviation from its démocratie aims.29 The publication The Blind
Man also disseminated information about Fountain. The May
1917 édition, which was edited by Duchamp, Henri-Pierre
Roché, and Béatrice Wood, printed a photograph of Fountain
and two articles that defended the urinai as a legitimate art ob
ject.30 These articles suggest that Duchamp chose the urinai as
a response to Coady’s pro-American rhetoric and his review of
Crotti’s wire sculpture.
In his scathing review of Portrait of Marcel Duchamp,
Coady had directcd the following questions toward Crotti:

Figure 6. Marcel Duchamp, Fountain, 1917. © Estate of Marcel Duchamp /
SODRAC (2008) (Photograph by Alfred Stieglitz © Estate of Alfred Stieglitz ! SODRAC [2008]). Illustrâtes in The Blind Man 2 (May 1917).

much as my appréciation of the amiable character that he IS.”21
In his open letter Coady quoted Crotti’s statement and
satirized it extensively; he questioned the origin of “absolute
expression” in the sculpture and the choice of materials. Crotti
was unable to comment on Coady’s criticism printed in The
Soil’s Deccmber 1916 issue because he had departed for Europe
during the fall of I91622; however, Crotti’s companions—Mar
cel Duchamp, Henri-Pierre Roché, Louise Norton, and Alfred
Stieglitz—did respond in two issues of the The Blind Man and
through the submission of Fountain (fig. 6) to the 1917 Independents Exhibition.23 This response went bcyond a mere rcply
to Coady’s criticism of Crotti; it extended to a scathing critique
of Coady’s nationalist vision for American art. The submission
of a porcelain urinai as an artwork satirized his célébration of
industrial objects as true American art forms. Similarly, articles
in
Blind Man parodied his patriotic statements printed in
The Soil.

Is your “absolute expression” the resuit of tastc?

Is your “absolute expression” the resuit of imagination?
Is your “absolute expression” the absolute expression of a big
artist, how does it differ from the absolute expression of a
little artist, how does it differ from the absolute expression

of a—plumber?

Does the différence make you a big artist, the little artist a
little artist and the plumber a plumber?31

It is plausible that Fountain was a witty response to Coady’s
comparison of Crotti’s “absolute expression of a big artist” to
the “absolute expression of a—plumber.” A passage in the article
“Buddha of the Bathroom” by Louise Norton alludes to Coady’s
earlier concern with plumbing:

The Soil, The Blind Man, and the Fountain

When Fountain was submitted to the Independents Exhibition,
its authorship was a mystery. But Marcel Duchamp is generally
recognized as the artist who selected and promoted the urinai as

Like Mr. Mutt, many of us had quite an exhorbitant notion
of the independence of the Independents. It was a sad sur
32
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prise to learn of a Board of Censors sitting upon the ambigu-

ous question, What is ART?

To those who say that Mr. Mutt’s cxhibit may be Art,
but is it the art of Mr. Mutt sincc a plumber made it? I reply

simply that the Fountain was not made by a plumber but the
force of an imagination.32

“The Richard Mutt Case,” another article in the same issue
of The Blind Man, appears to ridicule Coady’s recommenda
tions for a distinctive national art and his obsession with indus
trial products. lhe article, which was undoubtedly written with
Duchamp’s input, responded to critics’ questions regarding the
bathroom fixture’s validity as an art object: “As for plumbing,
that is absurd. lhe onlv works of art America has given are hcr
plumbing and hcr bridges.”33 This statement resembles
Coady’s extensive list of authentic American art objects—except
Duchamp took the liberty to add plumbing to his inventory.
Arguably, he had sclected the Fountain as a satirical addition
to Coady’s all-American art objects; it was another “beginning”
not yet accepted by the art world. Instead of the grandiose and
powerful Chambersburg Double Frame Steam Hammer, however, it was a “gross, offensive” and “indécent”34 “article of bath
room furniture.”35
The corrélation between Fountain and Coady’s cry for an
American art does not appear to bc coincidental. In Fhe Blind
Mans previous issue, Henri Pierre Roche illustrated the group’s
awareness of Coady and The Soit. Roché’s introductory essay,
which outlined the goals of the Independents and The Blind
Man, stated, “Every American who wishes to be aware of Amer
ica should read “lhe Soil.’”36 Roché was one of the few who
knew of Duchamp’s plans with the urinai,37 and he likely wrote
this statement as a subtle due that rcvcals why Duchamp submitted Fountain to the exhibition. Incidentally, Duchamp and
his circle distributed this issue on April 10, the day the Indepen
dents Exhibition opened to the public.38
A striking visual reference in The Blind Man accompanics
the textual rcfcrences that parody The Soil: the photograph
by Alfred Stieglitz of Fountain appears to be a visual pun of
Coady’s Chambersburg Double Frame Steam Hammer. The urinal’s placement on its back and the photograph’s careful lighting mimics the photograph of the industrial machine printed
in Coady’s first issue. The shadow within the urinai, along with
the perforated drainage holes, créâtes an outline that imitâtes
the négative space within the steam hammer, and the protruding wall mounts on the edges of the poreelain bathroom fixture
mimic the base of the heavy industrial appliance. The readymade’s title, Fountain, has an obvious connotation referring to
the urinal’s function of collecting and dispersing bodily fluids.
In light of the readymade’s resemblance to Coady’s industrial
hammer, the title possibly references the fountain at the base

Figure 7. H. Van Buren Magoniglc, architect, Attilio Piccirilli, sculptor, Ma/'ne
Memor/a/, 1913. (Photo: Michèle H. Bogart)

of the Maine Memorial (fig. 7). Duchamp, who is known for
his aptitude for puns, may hâve conceived a title that combines
the washroom référence with a subtle reference to the BeauxArts monument that Coady had compared with the Chambers
burg Double Frame Steam Hammer. Duchamp’s Fountain is
similar in shape to the actual fountain that fronts the Maine
Memorial. The raised side pedestals and the rounded fountain
at the base of the Maine Memorial are visually similar to the
wall mounts and the rounded basin of the urinai. Fountains
form draws attention to both objects in Coady’s comparison of
monuments. Viewed from above, Fountains base mimics the
fountain at the base of Maine Memorial. Viewed from the front,
Fountains shape mimics Coady’s Chambersburg Double Frame
Steam Hammer.
33
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Béatrice Wood recorded in her autobiography that Duchamp persuaded Stieglitz to photograph the urinai: “At Marcel’s
request, he agreed to photograph the Fountain for the frontispiece of the magazine. He was greatly amuscd, but also felt it
was important to hght bigotry in America. He took great pains
with the lighting, and did it with such skill that a shadow fell
across the urinai suggesting a veil.”39 Although I am arguing that
Wood was unawarc of the ulterior motives of the photograph,
the urinais carcful placement and lighting suggests there was
a premeditated composition in mind.40 On April 19, Stieglitz
wrote to the art critic Henry McBride, “I wondcr whethcr you
could manage to drop in at 291 Friday sometime. I hâve, at the
request of Roché, Covert, Miss Wood, Duchamp & Co., photographed the rejectcd ‘Fountain.’ You may fine! the photograph of
some use.—It will amuse you to see it.—The ‘Fountain is hcre
too.”41 Stieglitz emphasized that the photograph was amusing,
and the urinai itself was mentioned almost as an afterthought.
McBride would bave been amuscd with the carefully composed
photograph because he was familiar with The Soil, and he would
hâve secn the photograph of the Chambersburg Double brame
Stcam Hammer printed in the January 1917 issue.42
Although Duchamp may hâve informcd Stieglitz of how
Fountain parodicd Coady’s call lor an all-American art, he did
not tell Stieglitz that he had sclcctcd and submitted Fountain to
the exhibition. On April 19, Stieglitz wrote to Gcorgia O’Keefe,
“[A] young woman (probably at Duchamp’s instigation) sent
a large porcelain urinai on a pedestal to the Independent.”43
Duchamp relayed a similar detail to his sister in France on April
11: “One of my female friends under a masculine pseudonym,
Richard Mutt, sent in a porcelain urinai as a sculpture.”44 Wil
liam Camfield suggests that Duchamp did not deceive Stieglitz
and his sister Suzanne because his account of a young wom
an submitting the urinai was not a falsification of the events
but only a detail in Fountains complex narrative.45 He posits
that Louise Norton may hâve actcd as a “shipping agent” for
Duchamp and that she had submitted Fountain on his behalf.
It is apparent that Duchamp wanted to conccal his rôle in selecting and submitting the urinai—even after the Society had
rejected Fountain. Submitting the urinai under a pseudonym
tested whether the directors would adhéré to the Society’s bylaw
that no artwork would be refused. If Duchamp had submit
ted the urinai under his name—the namc of a reputablc and
well-known avant-garde artist—instead of the unknown Rich
ard Mutt then the directors might hâve acccptcd and exhibited
Fountain. His motive for distancing himself from Fountains
authorship after the Society of Independent Artists had rejected
the controversial artwork was tied to his résignation from the
board of directors. Had it been known that Duchamp resigned
because his own artwork was rejected then his résignation could
hâve been perceived as an emotional reaction, a case of sour

grapes. Instead, his résignation appeared to be a moral reaction
based on his disagrecment with Society’s unethical decision to
reject Richard Mutt’s submission. A letter from Katherine Drcier to William Glackcns, dated April 26, reveals that the Rich
ard Mutt affair was still a contcntious issue among the Society’s
board of directors and that it was unclear whether Duchamp
and Mutt were the same artist.46
Duchamp’s submission of Fountain was not the only event
at the Independents Exhibition that satirized Robert Coady’s
pro-American agenda. On the exhibitions opening night, Du
champ offered his opinion on which paintings were the key
works in the show.47 He knew that the critics valued his input; the success of his Nude Descending a Staircase shown at
the Armory Show in 1913 had continued to keep him in the
spotlight. Duchamp, looking for every opportunity to disrupt
the elitism in the art world, declared that Louis Eilshemius’s
Supplication and Dorothy Rice’s Claire Fwins were the two best
paintings in the show. His choicc of Supplication, a painting
of sub-standard quality, shocked the critics attending the exhi
bition. Eilshemius’s réputation also stirred controversy; he was
an ccccntric, self-professed genius who oftén submitted letters
to the art critics demanding that they recognizc his brilliance.
Duchamp’s gag fooled only a few critics, but it helped launch
Eilshemius’s career nonetheless.
After discovcring Eilshemius’s supposed talent, Duchamp
and his circle offered him an interview in The Blind Man of
May 1917.48 The exposé on the well-known megalomaniac unleashed another pointed attack on Coady:
As Rousseau of the French spirit painted in France, does

Eilshemius of the American Spirit paint in America.. ..Ei
lshemius has not evolved, he lias just grown to scattcr seeds

hap-hazard but at will to blossom in the amazing variations

of his pictures, which, outside every academie or unacademic school, untouched by theory or “ism,” survive as the
unique art form that has never been exploited by a dealer,

never been in fashion!49

This excerpt parodies Coady’s introductory essay, “American
Art,” printed in the first issue of lhe Soil:
...Stcam Hammers, Stone Crushcrs, Steam Rollers, Grain

Elevators, Trench Excavators, Blast Furnaces—This is Amer
ican Art.
It is not a refined granulation nor a délicate disease—it
is not an ism. It is not an illustration to a theory, it is an

expression of life—a complicared life—American life.
The isms hâve crowded it otit of “the art world” and
it has grown naturally, healthfully, beautifully. It has grown

ont of the soil and through the race and will continue to
grow. It will grow and mature and add a new unit to Art.50
34
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ism, and race to garner support for the First World War.55 On
19 January 1915, he wrote from Paris to Walter Pach: “Is life in
New York still following the conséquences of the war or is this
crisis over? Surely it is. Thank you also for the catalogues. Here,
there are naturally no exhibitions. Flags are the only things in
color that one can see.”56 In the same letter he relayed to Pach,
“I hâve been considered by the discharge board: and 1 hâve been
condemned to remain a civilian for the entire duration of the
war. They found me too sick to be a soldicr. I am not too sad
about this decision: you know it well.”57
Nine months later in New York, Duchamp offered his opin
ion on patriotism in an interview with the 7A York Tribune'.

By describing Eilshemius with the same rhetoric that Coady
used in The Soit, Duchamp subtly mocked Coady by associating
Coady’s vision of American art with the artwork and réputation
of a known sociopath.
Whether Coady noticed The BlindMans satirical responses to The Soit remains unknown. In his last issue, which was
printed in July 1917, he criticized the Independents Exhibition,
but he did not mention the notorious Fountain F} He found
fault with the exhibition; he considered the foreign pictures
and sculptures to be better than those that were “a la foreign”
and maintained that none of the works were true to Ameri
can life. He disapproved of the organizers’ choice to arrange the
paintings alphabetically according to the artists’ names. I le also
questioned their choice of a non-juried show and thought that
personal judgments were essential for art to move forward:

From a psychological standpoint 1 find the spectacle of war
very impressive. The instinct which sends men marching out
to eut down other men is an instinct worthy of careful scru-

It was through “mere personal judgments” that wc came to

tiny. What an absurd thing such a conception of patriotism

know Greece, Rome and Egypt, Pompeii, Assyria and the

is! Fundamentally ail people are alike. Personally I must say I

Orient, Giotto, Michael Angelo [sic], Poussin, Lorraine [sic]

admire the attitude of combating invasion with folded arms.

and Ingres, Cezanne [sic] and Renoir; and it will be through

Could that but become the universal attitude, how simple

“mere personal judgments” that we will know the steam

the intercourse of nations would be.58

shovel, the skyscraper, the movies and the electric light. The

In the same interview he questioned whether place affected art
ists and their work: “So far as painting goes—it is a matter of
indifférence to me where I am. Art is purely subjective, and the
artist should be able to work in one place quite as well as anothcr.”59 This comment is contrary to Coady’s call for an art that
captures the American spirit arising from the soil. Duchamp’s
anarchist-individualism would hâve been at odds with Coady’s
passionate American nationalism. Louise Norton’s remark regarding Richard Mutt, “Ts he serious or is he joking?’ Perhaps
he is both!”60 reflects Duchamp’s bitter irony. He was simultaneously teasing Coady and delivering a strong subversive mes
sage that challenged the avid patriotism advocated in The Soil.
Duchamp likely recognized that Coady’s call for an Ameri
can art tied to the nations spirit and soil resembles Maurice
Barrès’s nationalistic motto and concept “la terre et les morts”
(“the earth and the dead”).61 Barrés advocated a French intégral
nationalism that was based on the citizens’ ancestry and spiri
tual connection to French soil.62 This form of nationalism was
adopted by right-wing politicians and groups, such as the Ac
tion Française, and was used to foster anti-German and anti-Semitic sentiments in the French populace prior to and during the
First World War.63 Duchamp would hâve observed how Barrès’s
nationalism based on blood and soil inspired France to take up
arms against Germany. With his knowledge of the dangers associated with organic nationalisms, he would hâve been especially
critical of Coady’s vision of American art: “It has grown out of
the soil and through the race and will continue to grow.”64
Another catalyst that may hâve prompted Duchamp to deride The Soil wa.s Coady’s privileging of taste within the arts. Al-

appréciation and enjoyment of art always was and always

will be a matter of “mere personal judgments.”52

His essay on the exhibition preceded a commentary on some
of the artists’ paintings and sculptures that were on display.
Coady, in his usual belligerent style, lampooned submissions by
Brancusi, Demuth, Hartley, Marin, and Gleizes. One of the few
artists who emerged unscathed was Coady’s associate Michael
Brenner, whose submission “constitutc|s] a quality of drawing
which is not equalled in the exhibition.”55 Other artists who
received his praise were Picasso, Braque, and Gris. It is perhaps
no coincidence that these three artists’ works were sold at the
Coady Gallery.
Nationalism versus Individualism

Duchamp’s subtle parody of The Soit was not merely a vengeful attack in retaliation for Coady’s criticism of Crotti; it likely
stemmed from ideological différences as well. He remarked
that he was influenced by Max Stirner’s anarchist-individualist treatise Der Einzige und sein EigentumM This contentious
book prized individualism and called for the individual to rebel
against the state, religion, and social institutions. Duchamp first
encountered Stirner’s text in the summer of 1912, and in the
following year he applied Stirner’s individualist-anarchist théo
ries in his Three Standard Stoppages. Duchamp likely developed
stronger anti-nationalist and individualist sentiments after witnessing the ravages of war in Europe. He would hâve observed
how European countries strategically used patriotism, national
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though Coady disapproved of ail the Euro-derived “isms” in the
modem art world, he was not opposed to older European tradi
tions influencing his conception of an indigenous American art.

Robert Coady and Alfred Stieglitz

Alfred Kreymborg described Coady as a “pugnacious, red-headed Irishman...[who] had incisive ideas about modem art.”76
At one point, Coady asked Kreymborg to be the literary editor
for The Soit and proposed that The Soit should collaborate with
Kreymborg’s existing publication OthersM Kreymborg decided
against the proposai, and the merger never materialized. Rob
ert Alden Sanborn wrote about Coady’s aggressive attitude in a
commémoration of the quarrelsome art dealer:

The Old World can teach us a lot. Her masters can develop

our taste and help us realize ourselves. Greece can show us
where subtle emphasis goes farthcr than exaggerated distor-

tion and where affinity of subject and object will generate a
work of art. Rome can teach us proportion and the division

of space. Lorrain and Von Gogh [sic] can show us that color
is light. Cezanne [sic] can show us form.
Taste would alter the Steam Hammer. It would change

As an art critic Bob Coady was a rare cxample of the suc-

a handle here or a boit there, it would straighten this line or

cessful fightcr, the boxer-slugger. He lovcd to give punish-

curve that, it would vary textures and show a delight in the

mcnt and he was ready to take it if thercby he could land

meeting of planes—and if it equallcd the créative construc

the damaging punch. He fought for the love of fighting, and

tion of the hammer we’d hâve a mighty art!65

he hit for love of hitting. And he sometimes hit the wrong
person, and at other times he hit too hard. He was a good

Duchamp, on the other hand, strongly opposed the valuing of
aesthetics and taste.66 In 1963, he remarked in an interview with
Francis Roberts, “Taste is the enemy of art, A-R-T.”67 He had
sought to undcrmine taste by creating his readymades and advocating them as art objects.68 In an interview with Hans Richter,
he confirmed, “When I discovcred ready-mades I thought to dis
courage aesthetics.”69 In his “Apropos of‘Readymades,’” he also
noted that his choice of readymades “was based on a reaction of
visual indifférence with at the same time a total absence of good
or had taste...in fact a complété anesthésia.”70 Duchamp chose
the urinai because it was an absolute all-out attack on taste. In an
interview with Otto Hahn, he revealed, “ [Fountain] sprang from
the idea of making an experiment concerned with taste: choose
the objcct which has least chance of being liked. A urinai—very
few peoplc think there is anything wondcrful about a urinai.
The danger to be avoided lies in aesthetic délectation.”71 William
Camfield argues that aesthetics dictated Duchamp’s choice of
the urinai and that Duchamp’s later accounts are a falsification
of what occurred in 1917.72 Camfield’s conclusion, however, is
incorrect because it disagrees with Mina Loy’s remarks in a poem
published in the May 1917 édition of The Blind Man: “Anyhow, Duchamp mediating the levelling of ail values, witnesses
the élimination of Sophistication.”73 This statement alludes to
Duchamp’s crusade to abolish taste—a value that is undoubtedly
associated with sophistication.
Duchamp’s motives for challenging aesthetics and taste,
two socially detcrmined conventions, derived from his rcading
of Stirner’s anarchist-individualist philosophy, which callcd for
the abolishment of ail social norms and hiérarchies.74 Fountain
also questioned the rôle of the “artist”—it was an attempt to
disrupt the social norms and values that defined an individual as
an artist.75 His submission of the urinai as an art object tried to
kick out the pedcstal from under the “artist” and dcstabilize the
elevated status the artist enjoyed in the social hierarchy.

hâter because he was a great lover of the truth. He was what
is known by the tirnid, the incurious, and the smug, as an

extrcmist.78

Coady’s “pugnacious” and “extremist” demeanour suggests
that his criticisms in The Soit were not in mere jest but bclligerent attacks on his opponents. Alfred Stieglitz was one of
his recurring adversaries. While sitting on the sélection panel
for the Forum Exhibition in 1916, he was subjected to Coady’s
condemnation of the exhibitions aims. Coady also attacked
Stieglitz in the caption below the collage Cosmopsychographical
Organisation: “‘What does 2.91 mean to you,’ when ‘in five
months’ time those pictures will be worth twice what is be
ing asked for them to-day?”’79 This was a pointed attack on
the anti-commercial focus of Stieglitz’s gallery.80 Stieglitz was
an anarchist and 291 was an exhibition space that was guided
by his ideals.81 It was a gallery where artists could exhibit their
work without any costs incurred and sell their work without
any commission levied. Coady’s attack on Stieglitz undoubtedly
hit a nerve, especially because of a business contract settled approximatcly two and half years earlier. Daniel-Henry Kahnweiler, the Gcrman art dealer who had exclusive rights for handling
the sales of Picasso’s and Braques artworks, selectcd Coady and
Brcnner’s Washington Square Gallery over Stieglitz’s 291 as the
sole représentative for his sales in New York.82 Upon receiving
this news from Marius de Zayas, Stieglitz replied,
As for Kahnweiler I am not at ail surprised at what you

wrote me. As a matter of fact I expected nothing else. I had

heard that Brenner and Cody [sic], an old friend of Max We-

ber’s (they hâve had a falling out lately), had opened a little

gallery on Washington Square. Brenner was to be in Paris
and send things over. Cody [sic] was to stay in New York.

I was informed that Kahnweiler had given Brenner a sole
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velopment in New York arc somewhat obscure, and it has been
difficult to establish which artists were involved. Duchamp’s
iconoclastic and anti-art amies with the submission of Fountain
to the Independents Exhibition and the rclatcd articles in 'lhe
Blind Man arc significant New York Dada events. Ihe height of
the movement was during April 1921, when (he Société Ano
nyme held a group exhibition that included Marsden Hartley’s
lecture “What is Dadaism?” During the same month Marcel
Duchamp and Man Ray edited and printed the first and only
issue of New York T)aria A1
In a number of recent analyses, art historians hâve argued
for Coady’s inclusion within the New York Dada group.93
However Coady’s viewpoints contrast with key characteristics
of Dada: rebelling against capitalism, patriotism, and the established art institutions and traditions.94 Hugo Bail wrote that the
aim of his Dadaist group in Zurich was “to remind the world
that there arc independent men— beyond war and national
isai—who live for other ideals.”95 This is a different aim from
Coady’s intentions in Ihe Soil, a magazine that aggressivcly promoted a nationalist art form. Coady’s commercial interest in art,
which is évident in his criticism ofthe Forum Exhibition and in
Stieglitz’s surviving commcnts on Coady’s art dealings, conflicts
with the anti-capitalist characteristics of Dada. Coady’s photoessay of steam-hammers and crânes, “Moving Sculpture Sériés,”
venerated America’s industry. He believed that the machines
were art objects that embodied the American spirit—what the
industrial machincry conveycd was essentially the spirit of capi
talism. Coady’s program for American art also mitigated against
Dada’s attack on hierarchical values. He believed that tastc was
necessary to discern what constituted art and that it could refîne
American art objects: “Tastc would altcr the S team Hammcr.”96
Coady’s actions cannot be considered iconoclastic or anti-art,
since he did not demand a complété rejection of past traditions.
He proposcd that artists could learn from canonical works ranging from Greek and Roman models to the Post-Impressionist
paintings of Vincent Van Gogh and Paul Cézanne.97
In 7Z?c Créât American Thing: Modem Art and Identity
1915—35, Wanda Corn suggests that Marcel Duchamp and
Robert Coady both had similar goals and ideals.98 She constructs
a narrative around the two, supposing that they were “kindred
spirit[s].”99 She bases this assumption on a letter Duchamp sent
to Crotti and his sister Suzanne, dated 20 Octobcr 1920. He
reported that Montross and De Zayas were out of town and that
“[o]ur friend Coady has disappeared from circulation.”100 Corn
takes this singular quote literally, maintaining that Duchamp,
Crotti, and Coady were actually good friends.101 Duchamp’s
words must be considered with caution because he is renowned
for his wit and satire. It also seems doubtful that Coady and
Crotti were friends in light of Coady’s scathing review of the
Portrait ofMarcel Duchamp. Corn also takes a literal reading of

agcncy. But 1 hardly could bclicvc that Kahnwciler would

be so dcvilish[ly] stupid. If lie only knew how slick and ir-

rcsponsiblc, how absolutcly without conscience the average

American is, Kahnwciler might spare himself soine great

disappointments. For these disappointments are in store
for him, I am sure, as far as this spécial little gallery gocs.

But perhaps I am mistaken. Well, as far as wc are concerned

ir makes no différence. Washington Square is to be purely
commercial, and as long as Kahnwciler lias become purely
so, the less we hâve to do with him the better.83

Coady also attackcd Sticglitz indirectly by deriding the artists
exhibited at 291 and the Modem Gallery. He mocked Marsden
Hartley by publishing a photo of his painting Motion adjacent
to A Busted Ford, a painting by thirteen-year-old P.W. Henderson, with the caption: “Which bas—the motion?”84 Coady disparaged Stieglitz’s circle in his review of the Indcpcndents Exhi
bition, reserving his harshest criticisms for Brancusi, Demuth,
I Iartlcy, and Marin.85
Stieglitz remarked on The Soil in an ambiguous response
to Mabel Dodge: “Ycs, The Soil is a queer one....l enjoyed it
probably more than Coady himself.”86 Although this remark
has been construed as praise for Coady,87 it suffuses sarcasm. He
labelled The Soil
and his enjoyment of the publication
likely derived from the laughter evoked by Coady’s manifesto—
not because he agreed with the passionate nationalism espoused
in the magazine.
Stieglitz and Duchamp did not sharc an amicablc rclationship at the outset. In a rccollcction of Stieglitz, Duchamp noted,
“He didn’t amuse me much, and at the beginning 1 must say he
didn’t think much of me either; I struck him as a charlatan. He
was very bound up with Picabia, whom he had met in 1913;
then latcr he changed his mind about me, and wc became good
friends. Thèse are things that onc cannot cxplain.”88 Coady’s
incessant attacks on Sticglitz and his circle may hâve influenced
the photographer’s decision to collaborate with Duchamp on
Fountain. Not only did he help Duchamp by photographing
the urinai, he also put the bathroom fixture on display at his
gallery 291.89 Duchamp probably knew that Stieglitz disliked
Coady and this may hâve influenced his choicc to approach
Sticglitz to photograph Fountain. If Duchamp had merely
wanted a photograph of the urinai then Man Ray, a photographer with considérable expérience, could hâve taken it.90
Robert J. Coady and New York Dada

Dada found its way into New York during the fall of 1916 when
Tristan Tzara wrote to de Zayas about the movcmcnt’s activities
in Zurich.91 Along with the letter were ten copies of the Dadaist
publication Cabaret Voltaire. The details regarding Dada’s de
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Duchamp’s statement that declared plumbing and bridges werc
America’s only art forms.102 She suggests that Duchamp was in
awe of America’s plumbing because the European toilets, bathtubs, and water pipes paled in comparison.103 Corn contends
that Duchamp’s admiration of America’s consumer culture,
technology, and manufactured goods prompted him to choose
the snow shovel and urinai as readymades.104 Corn’s conclu
sions that Duchamp and Coady shared a similar nationalistic
perspective and that Duchamp based his choice of the rcadymades on his admiration of American consumer culture are,
however, questionable. Duchamp expressed anti-nationalist and
individualist sentiments that contrast with Coady’s passionate
nationalism. He chose his rcadymades because thcy challenged
the accepted notions of aesthetics and taste, and selected massproduced goods because they were objects that lacked créative
input—not because he was enamoured with the products of
America’s burgeoning industrial enterprises.
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